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BIG WINS for UNISON
Health & Safety Stewards

In the midst of a global pandemic, the work of a trade union is never more important.
The health and safety rep, in particular, becomes the hero of the hour as minds are focused on the task of reducing as much as
possible the risk of infection or death for health workers and the people they care for.
One obvious precaution which was curiously missing from many of our workplaces—including in ULHTs big
hospitals—was the use of clear screens in patient facing areas and in administrative sectors.
UNISON has been banging on the glass (plastic?) of ULHT since the beginning of the COVID outbreak to
encourage their use as a relatively cheap and more importantly absolutely essential easy solution to one of
the most commons ways in which transmission can spread in our workplaces.
That persistence is beginning to visibly pay off as such screens have popped up all over our hospitals in recent weeks (see left).
Another significant achievement this month has been the culmination of a long campaign by UNISON to
install diathermic smoke extractors in theatres, thus saving dozens of staff from regular exposure to toxic
potentially deadly fumes in the course of their work…(more inside).

Need help? Avoid contacting reps directly.
Please use the details below;

@LincsHealth

Our email: lincshealthbranch@gmail.com

lincs_health_unison

Our number: 07716558647

Unison Lincolnshire

Our office hours: 9am –5pm, Monday– Friday

Health & Safety
Smoke Extractor Victory!

LPFT Virtual Pride Coffee Morning
Richard Holmes, LPFT Lead Convenor

LPFT had to celebrate LGBT+ Pride in a very changed way this
year as a consequence of COVID 19 restrictions. Historically,
Pride started very differently back in 1970, when a few brave
people marched through London in response to the 1969
Stonewall riots, in New York. Prides today are commemorations of those Riots, which helped
ULHT Sub-Lead Convenor for Grantham and UNISON Health
and Safety Rep, Tina Rymer (pictured below) has been leading create an LGBT
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Trust’s Staff Network has grown not only in numbers, but also
and are usually
its achievements since its realisation back in 2013. Excluding
invisible to the
this year it has had the financial commitment to an annual
naked eye. Their
inhalation can ad- multi-agency conference as well as recurrent monies available
versely affect sur- as well as sponsoring Lincoln Pride event and attending this.
geons’ and theatre The Network is now able to influence Trust wide processes
staff’s respiratory and decisions with external partners. An additional impact to
system. The risks the Networks success is the impact of people seeing the Direcvary according to individual circumstances, such as the proce- tor of Finance making time to attend meetings and influencing
so that it is seen as important that the Trust supports people
dure, equipment, environment, technique and patient.
attending.
According to the government Health and Safety Executive
The Trust now has LGBT+ Visible Leaders and Allies of which I
agency:
am one. I consider being an Ally to be an important and cru“The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations
cial part of the work that I do. Generally I consider it to be
(COSHH) require employers to carry out an assessment of the about being able to speak up for LGBT+ equality. Speaking up
risks from hazardous substances and to always try to prevent when LGBT+ people present and not leaving it up to LGBT+
people to defend themselves or their equality is so important.
exposure at source. If exposure to diathermy emissions can’t
be prevented then it should be adequately controlled. This is When speaking to LGBT+ people, I listen. I listen to how they
talk about themselves and their experiences. I don’t worry too
usually achieved by effective local exhaust ventilation (LEV).
much about the right terminology, the most important thing is
Typically this takes the form of extraction incorporated into
I’m there to listen and be respectful. But it is also important to
the electrosurgery system to remove emissions at source,
be mindful of the correct wording as it may cause offence or
known as 'on-tip' extraction.”
make some LGBT+ people feel unsafe. If I make a mistake I
apologise and move on.
Tina’s effort have now resulted in the purchase of a new extractor for Grantham and two for Lincoln County Hospital,
In 2019, LPFT came within the Top 100 Stonewall Employers,
with potentially more on the way for Boston too. A significant remaining 101st position in 2020. LPFT continues to challenge
discrimination and challenges others to understand why it is
improvement on the single unit hitherto owned by the Trust
every bodies business to do this. As an LGBT+ Ally and
which had to be ferried between Lincoln and Grantham as
UNISON representative I am very proud to have been part of
required.
the Trust’s journey in achieving this.
A big win for UNISON and for Lincolnshire health workers!
As recently as mid-July ULHT managers were still questioning
the “business case” of purchasing essential equipment critical to the health and wellbeing of healthcare staff in theatres, who are regularly exposed to potentially deadly toxic
fumes in the course of their work.

My Final Report
Liz Lowe, Branch Secretary
I have been secretary of this branch for almost 18months,
which really doesn’t feel like a long time. In many ways I’m sad
to leave so soon, with many of my ambitions for the Branch
left for someone else to carry forwards. But I do feel that we
have achieved a lot together in that time.

you ARE the union and when you stand together you are much
harder to ignore!
And because of this our membership is growing across the
Branch. COVID has put a pause on some of our recruitment
plans but despite this, I leave the Branch with more members
today than the day I took office as Branch Secretary.

When I consider why people choose to join UNISON in such
large numbers opposed to other unions it’s pretty clear to me
I joined UNISON in
2017 and immediate- that one of the reasons that our members join us is because
ly became an activist they see that our activists are willing to put up a fight, even if
because we needed a no one else will.
Steward in my work- They see us fighting for what our colleges have declared lost
place and if no one
causes – and they see us win.
else was willing to do
I’m confident that this branch will continue to tackle the diffiit, I would. It is no
secret that I joined a cult fights that others have put off, or given up on because if
no one else is willing to do it, UNISON will.
branch that was
struggling, we entered regional supervision not long after I
joined.

During our time in
supervision I worked
with 3 different regional organisers and learned a lot from each of them and
overtime became an even better rep. As we started to move
back towards independence it became clear that no one else
was looking to take up the position of Branch Secretary so, if
no one else was willing to do it, I would.
This is a sentiment that I think really sums up UNISON activists,
we’re people who see something that needs doing and do it.
While we look to each other for support and guidance we’re
willing to put in the work to ensure our members have safe,
fair and happy workplaces. Even if at times the problems we
face seem insurmountable we’ve proven over the last few
years that change is still possible.

I remember at my first joint union meeting at ULHT I was told
by senior reps of other unions that there was no point challenging them over car parking charges because the Trust was
in so much debt they’d never budge.

Winning for our members!

Did you know you can get free legal advice as a UNISON
member including personal injury cover?
Between January and June 2020 UNISON’s legal team have
won £9000 in personal injury compensation for UNISON Lincolnshire Health members.

Join online at https://join.unison.org.uk/
“To anyone out there if you are not a member of
UNISON don't wait till something happens to join!
I have recently had support of my Unison representative
regarding my contracted hours. They advised me what
would be a good idea to say and how to say it. They have
liaised with me before and after each consultation with my
employer and I knew that if I needed my rep would do a
conference call with both myself and my employer. Luckily
my issue is now resolved, thank goodness I have Unison's
support.
For the cost of a good bottle of wine or a G&T at the pub
you have peace of mind.”

Thinking of getting involved?
I was told the bullying culture was so bad that we’d never be
able to get our members to stand together and put in a collecGet in touch at: lincshealthbranch@gmail.com
tive grievance.
We’ll put you in touch with your local Lead Rep, who can guide
And I was told that Trade Union membership across the coun- and help you to become a workplace representative, learning
try was in decline and maintaining a stable number was the
rep, health and safety officer and many other useful and
best anyone should hope for.
fulfilling roles within the union.
But Just look at what we have achieved together over the last
18months. We secured half-price parking for staff at ULHT,
though parking remains free currently “until further notice”,
with a commitment to seriously consider removing charges
altogether from April. I’m optimistic that the Branch can continue to push the case for free parking and improved facilities
and hopefully ULHT staff might never see ‘Staff Parking’ deducted from their payslips again!
We’ve had several successful collective grievances on a range
of Health & Safety and procedural issues. We’ve been engaging with our members more regularly and you understand that

